Lohas Suites by SUPERHOTEL

Lohas Suites by SUPERHOTEL is a recognized pioneer of the hospitality evolution in Japan. Well received and
awarded for it's innovative programs, it is our mission to share that same innovative service here in Thailand.
Building on our founding principles of "safety, cleanliness, and a sound sleep", we have gone to great lengths
in the pursuit of building perfection. Founding the "Gussuri Institute" whose research specializes in the
science of sleep, our findings have been gradually implemented into all our properties.
The introduction of Lohas Suites in Thailand marks the beginning of bringing our progressive programs and
ecologically sensitive initiatives to a place we like to enjoy as home here in Thailand, Lohas Suites, right in the
heart of Bangkok.
Lohas stands for "Lifestyle of Health and Sustainability"
LOHAS is an international recognition for eco-conscious businesses that share common goals and values; to
improve business, to take care of the environment and to promote the evolution of technology. At Lohas
Suites it is apart of our mission to implement our existing programs to continue making a cleaner, safer, and
healthier world.
We begin by creating an eco-sensitive environment. From rooms with one bin for recyclables the other for
waste to our online booking system that improves overall operating efficiency while reducing paper
consumption to zero. Not only do we as hotel operators act to protect, but through our actions hope to
inspire and teach change in each guest we receive.
To create a sustainable lifestyle we build the ideal environment that induces a sound sleep, notice the
soothing piano music? It was orchestrated specifically for our hotels. Even the subtle changes in light tones is
by design, from the well lit lobby to the soft lights in corridors to muted lights in the suites, our main focus is a
healthy lifestyle and a key component is seeing you fully enjoy a good night's sleep. So, pick the right pillow
and the rest is what we do best!

